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Abstract. A subproblem h-conformal eddy current ﬁnite element method is proposed for correcting the
inaccuracies inherent to thin shell models. Such models replace volume thin regions by surfaces but neglect border eﬀects in the vicinity of their edges and corners. The developed surface-to-volume correction
problem is deﬁned as a step of the multiple subproblems that can split a complete problem, consisting
of inductors and magnetic or conducting regions, some of these being thin regions. The general case of
multiply connected thin regions is considered.

1 Introduction
Thin shell (TS) ﬁnite element (FE) models [1–3], assume
that the ﬁelds in the thin regions are approximated by a
priori 1-D analytical distributions along the shell thickness. In a FE context, their interior is thus not meshed
and is rather extracted from the studied domain, being
reduced to a zero-thickness double layer with ad hoc interface conditions (ICs) linked to the inner analytical distributions. Corner and edge eﬀects are therefore neglected.
The subproblem method (SPM) allows to correct such
inaccuracies by means of surface-to-volume local corrections. Already proposed for the h-conformal FE formulation and simply connected TS regions [4], the method
is herein extended to multiply connected TS regions, i.e.,
regions with holes, for both the associated surface model
(alternative to the method in [3,5]) and its volume correction. The global currents ﬂowing around the holes and
their associated voltages are naturally coupled to the local quantities, via some cuts for magnetic scalar potential
discontinuities in both TS and correction SPs.
The problem at hand is split in three SPs: a reduced
problem (SP u) with the inductors alone is ﬁrst considered, a TS FE problem (SP p) is then added and a volume correction problem (SP k) ﬁnally replaces the TS surface FEs with volume FEs. The solution of SP u gives
surface sources (SSs) for the added TS in SP p, through
TS ICs [2]. Then, SSs and volume sources (VSs) in SP k
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allow to suppress the TS and cut discontinuities of SP p
and simultaneously add the actual volume of the thin region, with its own cut discontinuity. Each SP requires a
properly adapted mesh of its regions, which increases the
computational eﬃciency.

2 Thin shell correction in the SPM
2.1 Canonical magnetodynamic problem
A canonical magnetodynamic problem i, to be solved at
step i of the SPM (i ≡ u, p or k), is deﬁned in a domain Ωi , with boundary ∂Ωi = Γi = Γh,i ∪ Γb,i . The eddy
current conducting part of Ωi is denoted Ωc,i and the nonC
C
, with Ωi = Ωc,i ∪ Ωc,i
. Stranded
conducting region is Ωc,i
C
, whereas mas(multiﬁlamentary) inductors belong to Ωc,i
sive inductors belong to Ωc,i . The equations, material relations and boundary conditions (BCs) of SP i are
curl hi = j i , div bi = 0 , curl ei = −∂t bi ,

(1a-b-c)

bi = μi hi + bs,i , ei = σi−1 j i + es,i ,

(2a-b)

n × hi |Γh,i = j f,i , n × ei |Γe,i ⊂Γb,i = kf,i ,

(3a-b)

where hi is the magnetic ﬁeld, bi is the magnetic ﬂux
density, ei is the electric ﬁeld, j s,i is the electric current
density, μi is the magnetic permeability, σi is the electric
conductivity and n is the unit normal exterior to Ωi . The
ﬁelds bs,i and es,i in (2a) and (2b) are VSs that can be
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related to the BCs and ICs given by the TS model [2], to
be combined with contributions from SP u.
With the TS model, a volume shell initially in Ωc,i is
extracted from Ωi and then replaced by the double layer
TS surface γp [2]. The TS model for the magnetic ﬁeld
formulation [2] involves the unknown discontinuity of hd,p
of the tangential component ht,p = (n × hp ) × n of hp on
the TS γp , i.e.,
[hp ]γp = hd,p or [n × hp ]γp = n × hd,p ,
Fig. 1. 3D plate with a hole, its associated cut and source of
electromotive force.

used for expressing changes of permeability or conductivity from previous SPs [6].
The surface ﬁelds j f,i and kf,i in (3a-b) are generally
zero for classical homogeneous BCs. Some ICs can deﬁne
their discontinuities through any interface γi (with sides
γi+ and γi− ) in Ωi ) in Ωi , with notation [·]γi = |γ + − |γ − .
i
i
If nonzero, they deﬁne possible SSs that account for particular phenomena appearing in the idealized thin region
between γi+ and γi− [6]. A typical case appears when some
ﬁeld traces in a previous problem are forced to be discontinuous, whereas their continuity must be recovered via a
correction problem: the SSs in SP i are then ﬁxed as the
opposite of the trace discontinuities accumulated from the
previous problems.
For the magnetic ﬁeld formulation, the magnetic ﬁeld
hi is split into two parts, i.e., hi = hs,i +hr,i , where hs,i is
a source magnetic ﬁeld due to the ﬁxed current density j s,i
such that curl hs,i = j s,i , and hr,i is the reaction magnetic
C
ﬁeld. In non-conducting regions Ωc,i
, ﬁeld hr,i is deﬁned
via a scalar potential φi , i.e., hr,i = −grad φi . Potential φi
C
in a multiply connected region Ωc,i
is multivalued and is
made single-valued via the deﬁnition of cuts through each
hole of Ωc,i [7,8] (see [9] for information on an automatic
generation of cuts) (Fig. 1).

ﬁxed to zero along the TS border to prevent any current
ﬂow through it. In order to explicitly express this discontinuity, the ﬁeld hp is written on both sides of γp as
hp |γp+ = hc,p + hd,p , hp |γp− = hc,p ,

The solution of an SP u is ﬁrst known for an inductor
alone (Fig. 2a). The next SP p consists in adding a TS
to SP u (Fig. 2b). SP p is constrained via a SS, that is

(5 a-b)

where hc,p is the continuous component of hp . Deﬁnitions (5a-b) also apply on γp for the tangential components ht,p , hc,t,p and hd,t,p .
TS discontinuities also exist for the scalar potential
φp , i.e., [φp ]γp = Δφp |γp = φd,p |γp (Fig. 3), also writing
φp |γp+ = φc,p |γp + φd,p |γp and φp |γp− = φc,p |γp with continuous and discontinuous components of φp .
Scalar potential discontinuities φd,p of φp appear as
C
single-valued, being
well through the cuts making Ωc,p
cut-wise constant, i.e.,
[φp ]γcut,p = Δφp |γcut,p = φp |γ +

cut,p

− φp |γ −

cut,p

= φd,p |γcut,p = Icut,p ,

(6)

where Icut,p is the global current ﬂowing around each
cut [10].
Discontinuities φd,p |γp and φd,p |γcut,p have to be
matched at the TS-cuts intersections.
With the TS model, the continuous and discontinuous
components of the current total primal unknown h = hu +
hp [2], i.e.,
hc = hu + hc,p ,

2.2 From SP u to SP p-inductor alone to TS model

(4)

hd = hd,p ,

(7)

are involved in the expression of the trace discontinuity
IC [n × ep ]γp via
[n × e]γp = [n × eu ]γp +[n × ep ]γp = μp βp ∂t (2hc + hd ),
(8)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Regions deﬁning SP u and SP p.
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where Fi1 (Ωi ) is a curl-conform function space deﬁned in
Ωi and contains the basis functions for hi (coupled to φi )
as well as for the test function hi ; (· , ·)Ωi and < · , · >Γi
respectively, denote a volume integral in Ωi and a surface
integral on Γi of the product of their vector ﬁeld arguments. The surface integral term on Γe,i accounts for natural BCs of type (3b), usually zero. At the discrete level,
the required meshes for each SP i diﬀer.
Fig. 3. Section of a 3D plate with a hole, with the associated
cut and transition layer (supp) for Δφp .

βp =

θp−1

tanh(dp θp /2), θp = (1 + j)/δp ,
(9)

where dp is the local TS thickness, δp =
2/ωσp μp is
the skin depth in the TS, ω = 2πf , f is the frequency
and j is the imaginary unit. The term [n × eu ]γp in (8)
is zero because there are no discontinuity in SP u (before
adding γp ). Also, the trace of ep on the positive side γp+
is expressed as [2]:
n × ep |γp+ = n × e|γp+ −n × eu |γp+

1
1
= μp βp ∂t (2hc + hd ) +
hd
2
σp βp
(10)
−n × eu |γp+ .

2.3 From SP p to SP k-TS model to volume model
The TS solution obtained in SP p is then corrected by
means of SP k that overcomes the TS assumptions. The
SPM oﬀers the tools to perform such a model reﬁnement,
thanks to simultaneous SSs and VSs. A volume mesh of
the shell is now required and extended to its neighborhood without including the other regions of previous SPs.
This allows to focus on the ﬁneness of the mesh only in
the shell and its neighborhood. SP k has to suppress the
TS representation via SSs opposed to TS discontinuities,
in parallel to VSs in the added volume shell [4] that accounts for volume changes of μp and σp in SP p to μk
and σk in SP k (with μp = μ0 , μk = μvolume , σp = 0
and σk = σvolume ). This correction can be limited to the
neighborhood of the shell, which permits to beneﬁt from a
reduction of the extension of the associated mesh [4]. The
VSs for SP k are [4,6]:
bs,k = (μk −μp )(hu +hp ),

es,k = −(eu +ep ).

3.2 Inductor model−SP u
The model SP u with only the inductor is ﬁrst solved
with (12) (i ≡ u). The source ﬁeld hs,u is deﬁned via a
projection method of a known distribution j s,u [11], i.e.,
(curl hs,u , curl hs,u )Ωu = (j s,u , curl hs,u )Ωs,u ,
∀hs,u ∈ Fu1 (Ωu ) .
3.3 Thin shell FE model−SP p


The TS model is deﬁned via the term [n × ep ]γp , hp γ

p

in (12) (i ≡ p). The test function hp is split into continuous and discontinuous parts hc and hd [2]. One thus
has




[n × ep ]γp , hp γ = [n × ep ]γp , hc + hd γ
p
p




= [n × ep ]γp , hc γ + [n × ep ]γp , hd γ ,
p

(14)

p

with hd zero on γp− . Thus (14) becomes


[n × ep ]γp , hp


γp



= [n × ep ]γp , hc γp


+ n × ep |γp+ , hd

γp+

. (15)

The terms of the RHS of (15) are developed using (8)
and (10) respectively, i.e.,




[n × ep ]γp , hc γ = [n × e]γp , hc γ
p
p


= μp βp ∂t (2hc + hd ), hc γ , (16)
p

(11a-b)



n × ep |γp+ , hd

γp

3 Finite element weak formulations


1
1
μp βp ∂t (2hc + hd )+
=
hd , hd
2
σp βp


− n × eu |γp+ , hd
.

3.1 h − Formulation with source and reaction
magnetic fields
The hi -φi formulation of SP i (i ≡ u, p or k) is obtained
from the weak form of Faraday’s law (1 c) [6], i.e.,
∂t (μi (hr,i + hs,i ), hi )Ωi + (σi−1 curl hi , curl hi )Ωc,i


+ ∂t (bs,i , hi )Ωi + (es,i , curl hi )Ωi + [n × ei ]γi , hi γ
i


+ n × ei , hi Γ = 0, ∀hi ∈ Fi1 (Ωi ),
(12)
e,i

(13)

γp

γp

(17)

The last surface integral term in (17) is related to a SS
that can be naturally expressed via the weak formulation
of SP u (12), i.e.,


− n × eu |γp+ , hd + = (μu ∂t (hs,u + hr,u ), hd )Ωp+ . (18)
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At the discrete level, the volume integral in (18) is thus
limited to a single layer of FEs on the side Ωp+ touching γp +, because it involves only the associated trace n ×
hd |γp+ . Also, the source hu , initially in the mesh of SP u,
has to be projected on the mesh of SP p [4,6], using a projection method [11]. The projection can be limited to the
particular region Ωs,p where the ﬁeld is used as a source,
in this case in the single layer Ωp+ . One has
(hu,p-proj , h )Ωs,p = (hu , h )Ωs,p , ∀h ∈ Fp1 (Ωs,p ),

(19)

where Fp1 (Ωs,p ) is a gauged curl-conform function space
for the p-projected source hu,p-proj (the projection of hu
on mesh p) and the test function h .
3.4 Volume correction replacing the thin shell
representation−SP k
Once obtained, the TS solution in SP p is corrected
by SP k via VSs given in (11a-b). These VSs are taken
into account in (12) (i ≡ k) via the volume integrals
(es,k , curl hk )Ωk and ∂t (bs,k , hk )Ωk . The VS es,k in (11b)
is to be obtained from the still unknown electric ﬁelds eu
C
and ep . They are unknown in Ωc,p
and their determination
requires to solve an electric problem [6].
Simultaneously to the VSs in (12), ICs compensate
the TS and cut discontinuities, i.e., φd,p |γp and φd,p |γcut,p ,
and [n × ep ]γp , to suppress the TS representation via SSs
opposed to previous TS ICs, i.e., hd,k = −hd,p and φd,k =
−φd,p to be strongly deﬁned, and [n×ek ]γk = −[n×ep ]γk .
The trace discontinuity [n × ek ]γk occurs in (12) via




[n × ek ]γk , hk γ = − [n × ep ]γk , hk γ ,
(20)
k

k

and can be weakly evaluated from a volume integral from
SP p similarly to (18). However, directly using the explicit
form (8) for [n × ep ]γk gives the same contribution, which
is thus preferred. For that, it is enough to project ﬁelds
hu , hc,p and hd,p on γk , on which (7) is then evaluated.
3.5 Global quantities in TS and volume models


The surface integral n × ei , hi Γ in (12) can be exe,i
tended to a global condition weakly deﬁning a voltage
C
Vi [10], with hi = ci = −grad qi in Ωc,i
with n × ci =
−n × grad qi on ∂Ωc,i (ci is the current basis function)
made simply connected by the cut γi (Figs. 1 and 3). Potential qi is ﬁxed to 1 on one side of the cut and to 0 on
the other side. The continuous transition of qi between
C
these values can be performed in a transition layer in Ωc,i
adjacent to side “ + ” (Figs. 1 and 3), which reduces the
support of qi and ci . One gets [10]
n × ei , ci ∂Ωc,i =

qi ei dl =
∂Γi

ei dl = Vi ,

3.6 Discretization of the reaction magnetic field
At the discrete level, the use of edge FEs [2] to interpolate
curl-conform ﬁelds, such as the magnetic ﬁeld hi , ﬁrst
gives facilities in deﬁning currents. Indeed, the circulation
of such ﬁelds along a closed path, also being the ﬂux of
its curl and consequently the current, is directly obtained
from coeﬃcients of the interpolation, in this case those
associated with the edges of the path [12].
The magnetic ﬁeld hi in (12) is thus discretized by
edge FEs, generating the function space ∈ Si1 (Ωi ) deﬁned
on a mesh of Ωi [2,10,12], i.e.,
hi =

he,i se,i ,

∀hi ∈ Si1 (Ωi ),

(22)

e∈E(Ωi )

where E(Ωi ) is the set of edges of Ωi , se,i is the edge basis
function associated with edge e and he,i is the circulation
of hi along the edge e. Now, characterization (22) can be
transformed in order to give explicitly the basis functions
of the considered discrete space for Fi1 (Ωi ) with the essential constraint, i.e., hr,i = −grad φi , using the results
of [10,12]. One has
hi =

he,i se,i +
e∈E(Ωc,i \∂Ωc,i )

+

φc,n,i vc,n,i
C )
n∈N (Ωc,i

φd,i td,n,i + Icut,i
n∈N (γi )

cd,n,i , (23)
n∈N (γcut,i )

where N (·) is the sets of nodes of the mesh of a given
region. Coeﬃcients Ici represent circulations of hi along
well-deﬁned paths given by (6). The functions td,n,i and
cd,n,i can be respectively expressed in the thin regions and
the cuts as [2]
⎧
se,{n,m} in supp (Δφi |Γts,i )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
C
⎪
{n, m} ∈ E(Ωc,i )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ n ∈ N (Γts,i )
td,n,i =
,
m ∈ N (Γts,i )
⎪
⎪
+
⎪
m ∈ Nts,i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise,
⎧
se,{n,m} in supp (Δφi |Γcut,i )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
C
⎪
⎪
⎪ {n, m} ∈ E(Ωc,i )
⎪
⎨ n ∈ N (Γcut,i )
cd,n,i =
,
m ∈ N (Γcut,i )
⎪
⎪
+
⎪
m ∈ Ncut,i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
otherwise,
+
+
and m ∈ Ncut,i
are the sets of nodes of the
where m ∈ Nts,i
transition layers supp (Δφi |Γts,i ) and supp (Δφi |Γcut,i ),
respectively (Fig. 3).

(21)

γg,i

where γg,i is a path connecting two real or imaginary electrodes of the thin region. The global current Ii is strongly
deﬁned by (6).

4 Application
The 3D test problem is based on TEAM problem 7: an
inductor placed above a thin plate with a hole (Fig. 4)
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(a)

(a)
(b)

(b)
Fig. 4. Geometry of TEAM problem 7: inductor and conducting plate with a hole (all dimensions are in mm).

(μr = 1, σplate = 35.26 MS/m). A magnetodynamic SP
scheme considering three SPs is proposed. A ﬁrst FE SP u
with the stranded inductor alone is solved on a simpliﬁed
mesh without any thin regions (Fig. 5a). Then, an SP p
is solved with the added thin region via a TS FE model
(Fig. 5b); the surface TS is located on the inductor side of
the actual volume shell, which makes the TS error smaller
in this case. An SP k eventually replaces the TS FEs with
the volume FEs covering the actual plate and its neighborhood with an adequate reﬁned mesh (Fig. 5c). The TS
error on j p locally reaches 50% (Fig. 5b), with plate thickness d = 19 mm and frequency f = 200 Hz (skin depth
δ = 6 mm). The inaccuracy on the Joule power loss densities of TS SP p is pointed out by the importance of the
correction SP k (Figs. 6 and 7). It reaches several tens of
percents along the plate borders and near the plate ends
for some critical parameters: e.g., 28% (Fig. 6a) and 32%
(Fig. 7a), with f = 50 Hz and δ = 11.98 mm in both case,
or 53% (Fig. 6b) and 61% (Fig. 7b), with f = 200 Hz
and δ = 6 mm in both cases. Accurate local corrections
with SP k are checked to be close to the reference or complete FE solution (Fig. 8), with errors being lower than

(c)

Fig. 5. TEAM problem 7: magnetic ﬂux density bu (in a cut
plane) generated by a stranded inductor (a), TS eddy current
density j p (b) and its volume correction (locally focussing on
the mesh of plate and its neighborhood) j k (c) (d = 19 mm,
f = 200 Hz).

0.01%. The errors particularly decrease with a smaller
thickness (d = 2 mm), being lower than 15% (Fig. 9), with
f = 200 Hz and δ = 6 mm.
Signiﬁcant errors on the Joule losses and the global
currents ﬂowing around the hole between TS SP p and
volume correction SP k are shown in Table 1. For d =
19 mm and f = 200 Hz, the TS error is 14% for the global
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Joule power density (kW/m2)

(a)

f = 50 Hz, volume SP k
f = 50 Hz, thin shell SP p

Y

-0.15

Z

X

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.0001

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

1e-05
1e-06
1e-07
1e-08

Y

-0.15

Z

X

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Position through the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)

0.8
f = 50 Hz, volume SP k
f = 50 Hz, thin shell SP p

0.7
0.6
0.5

Z

0.4

X

Y

0.3
0.2
0.1
0

(a)

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

f = 200 Hz, volume SP k
f = 200 Hz, thin shell SP p

Z
Y

0.5
-0.1

Y

X

2
1
0
-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Position along the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)
5

f = 50 Hz, volume SP k
f = 50 Hz, thin shell SP p
f = 200 Hz, volume SP k
f = 200 Hz, thin shell SP p

4
3

Z
Y

2

X

1
0
-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Position through the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)

X

1

-0.15

Z

3

Table 1. Joule losses and global currents (with errors between
TS SP p and volume correction SP k).

2
1.5

4

Fig. 9. Joule power loss density with TS model and volume
correction along hole and plate borders (a), and through the
hole (b) (d = 2 mm).

3
2.5

f = 50 Hz, volume SP k
f = 50 Hz, thin shell SP p
f = 200 Hz, volume SP k
f = 200 Hz, thin shell SP p

5

(a)

(b)
Position through the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)

0

d=19 mm, f = 200Hz
d=19 mm, f = 50Hz

Fig. 8. Error on the power loss density between volume correction and reference problem along hole and plate borders.

f = 200 Hz, volume SP k
f = 200 Hz, thin shell SP p

Joule power density (kW/m2)

Joule power density (kW/m2)

0.001

Position along the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)

Fig. 6. Joule power loss density with TS model and volume
correction along hole and plate borders (along the line drawn
in the plate geometry) (d = 19 mm).

Joule power density (kW/m2)

0.01

Position through the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)

(b)

(b)

Errors on power loss density (%)

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Joule power density (kW/m2)

Joule power density (kW/m2)
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-0.05

0

0.05

0.1

Position through the hole of the plate (x-direction) (m)

Fig. 7. Joule power loss density with TS model and volume
correction through the hole (d = 19 mm).

current and 41.51% for the Joule losses (reduced to 26.18%
for f = 50 Hz). For d = 2 mm and f = 200 Hz, it is respectively reduced to 1.1% and 6.44% (4.36% for f = 50 Hz).

Joule losses in the plate
Thickness Frequency Thin shell
Volume
d (mm)
f (Hz)
Pthin (W) Pvol (W)
2
50
14.45
13.82
19
50
5.86
7.95
2
200
50.44
47.33
19
200
8.88
15.19
Global currents ﬂowing around the hole
d (mm)
f (Hz)
Ithin (A)
Ivol (A)
2
50
94,5
93.5
19
50
173.3
199.8
2
200
190.4
186.5
19
200
179.3
206.3
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Errors
(%)
4.36
26.18
6.44
41.51
Errors
(%)
1.1
13.2
1.8
14
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5 Conclusions
The SPM allows to accurately correct any TS solution.
In particular, accurate corrections of eddy current and
power loss densities are obtained at the edges and corners of multiply connected thin regions. All the steps of
the method for TS models and their corrections have been
presented and validated by coupling SPs via the SPM with
the h-formulation. The method has been successfully
applied to the TEAM problem 7.
This work was supported by the Belgium Sciency Policy (IAP
7/02 “Multiscale modelling of Electrical Energy Systems”).
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